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Confident at work but clueless at love, Claire is 40 and overweight—not a recipe she imagines can solve the
romance gap. Dealing with her father’s death and an angry teen doesn’t make it easier. Finding no help from
her ex, who is distracted by remarriage to a much younger woman, Claire copes by relying on a faithful
circle of friends, a wicked sense of humor, and a new interest in fitness. When Claire meets Rob, a beguiling,
slightly pudgy man at the gym, there is an instant connection. Just maybe she can haul the composure she
finds at work into the gym with her. Or is it fat chance for that?

“A funny, moving portrait of a small-town Jewish community and the people who inhabit it, including a
single mom coping with loss, a teen, and modern love. You’ll be rooting for Orenstein’s
characters—especially her witty, lovably self-deprecating heroine—the whole way through.”
— Jennifer Richler, author of writing appearing in The New York Times, Slate, Salon, and The Atlantic

“Fat Chance is an evocative journey that sharpens our contact with what it means to be human. And it is a
hilariously loving yet unflinching portrait of a woman imprisoned by the body she thinks isolates her from
love and—maybe more important—sex. Orenstein is like a magician pulling pennies from the air, infusing
the haunting with laughter, the seeming inescapability with hope, and in the end offers the surprising and
poignant gift of a special kind of joy.”
— Michael Adams, author of Blind Man’s Bluff and Anniversaries in the Blood
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From reader reviews:

Georgia Hernandez:

In other case, little persons like to read book Fat Chance. You can choose the best book if you like reading a
book. So long as we know about how is important some sort of book Fat Chance. You can add information
and of course you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, mainly because from book you can
learn everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple
issue until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or even
searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel bored stiff to go to the
library. Let's go through.

Mike Greene:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they're still students or the idea for all people in
the world, what best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
various personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be compelled someone or something that
they don't desire do that. You must know how great and also important the book Fat Chance. All type of
book could you see on many methods. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Gerald Conway:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information currently can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
if those information which is in the former life are challenging be find than now is taking seriously which
one works to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable resource then
you understand it as your main information you will see huge disadvantage for you. All those possibilities
will not happen within you if you take Fat Chance as your daily resource information.

Joel Kiser:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got students? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you also
know that little person just like reading or as reading through become their hobby. You must know that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the point. Book is important thing to add you
knowledge, except your own personal teacher or lecturer. You will find good news or update in relation to
something by book. Amount types of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is Fat
Chance.
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